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QUESTION 1

You use Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and Microsoft .NET Framework 4 to create a Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF) application. 

The application includes a function that is triggered by filling out a form and by clicking a button. Currently, the
application is tested manually. You need to create an automated and iterative process to test the application. 

What should you do? 

A. Use IntelliTrace. 

B. Use UISpy.exe to extract the user interface (UI) Information. Then, use MSTest.exe. 

C. Use classes in the System.Windows.Automation and System.Windows.Automation.Text namespaces. 

D. Use the Action Recording methodology to record the user interface (UI) actions. Then, use MSTest.exe. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You use Microsoft .NET Framework 4 to create a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application. You plan to
allow users to customize the background colors, foreground colors, and font style of the application. 

You also plan to add a TextBlock control to the application. 

You write the following code fragment. (Line numbers are included for reference only.) 

You need to ensure that the ContextMenu control is associated with the TextBlock control. 

You also need to ensure that the properties that can be customized are shown hierarchically. 

Which code fragment should you insert at line 15? 
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A.        

B.    " ItemTemplate="{StaticResource StringTemplate}" />     

C.       

D.         

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application. The application consists of: 

A window that contains controls organized into groups. 

Groups that are ordered vertically and that have individual headings. 

Controls within the groups that are ordered horizontally. 

Groups and controls that will be added dynamically at run time. 

You need to ensure that the application meets the following requirements: 

The window must be resizable without affecting the layout of the controls. 

The controls within the groups must be laid out such that there is a minimum amount of spacing between groups. 

What should you do? 

A. Use a WrapPanel control to organize the groups with its Orientation property set to Vertical. Use WrapPanel controls
to organize the controls with their Orientation property set to Horizontal. 

B. Use a Grid control with its VerticalAlignment property set to Stretch to organize the groups and specify the row
definitions. Use Grid controls to organize the controls and specify the column definitions. 

C. Use a ListBox control to organize the groups. Use Canvas controls to organize the controls. 

D. Use a StackPanel control to organize the groups with its Orientation property set to Vertical. Use StackPanel controls
to organize the controls with their Orientation property set to Horizontal. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application to display service cases by category in a
ListBox. You create a class named Case with the properties Description and Category, as follows. 
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You bind to the IstService control a static resource named ServiceCases. 

You need to ensure that the service cases are grouped by category. 

What should you do in the MainWindow.xaml file? 

A. Add the following markup segment to ListBox.Binding.  

B. Add the following markup segment to DockPanel.Binding.  

C. Add the following markup segment to CollectionViewSource.  

D. Add the following markup segment to CollectionViewSource.  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application. 

An element binding consistently throws errors because the data retrieval is slow. You need to ensure that the
PresentationTraceSource binding is configured to debug the source of these errors. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

Choose two). 

A. Add the following markup segment to the window definition. xmlns:diagnostics= "clr-
namespace:System.Diagnostics;assembly=WindowsBase" 
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B. Add the following markup segment to the window definition. xmlns: diagnostics= "clr-
namespace:Microsoft.Build.Debugging; assembly = Microsoft.Build" 

C. Add the following markup segment to the problem element. "diagnostics: PresentationTraceSources .
TraceLevel=High" 

D. Add the following markup segment to the problem element, "diagnostics:ConsoleTraceListener" 

Correct Answer: AC 
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